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Mendell, Waite, and Wetherell Shine in
Bailey-Bloch Production of ^^Gondoliers

FIRST AID
STORY

students to take this course, not to
get credit, not a patriotic gesture,
but in order to learn a subject
which is always helpful.
This term, the beginners course
is being conducted. In addition,
there is an advanced course, which
besides teaching the first aider
more about his subject, is required
Wetherell and Ernie Walker up- for auto mechanics and nursing. So
held with expert skill the tenor come on, Rollins students, and join
side ot the ledger. Their charac- the First Aid classes.
terizations of Marco and Giuseppe
Palmieri were all that even the NO IZ—ROLLINS GIRLS AND
most particular could have de- NATIONAL DEFENSE
manded. Lucy Marshall, Gloria
by Dodo Bundy
Mastrangelo, Virginia Shaw, MarSeveral groups on campus have
celle Hammond, and Lamar Sim- been on the mum side regarding
mons likewise demonstrated that their activities toward National
they' have qualified themselves Defense and we feel that someone
much more than merely "adequate- should take it upon himself to bring
ly" for classification as veteran their noteworthy deeds to the attroupers of Gilbert and Sullivan.
tention they deserve. Quite some
A continental accent didn't seem time ago, for instance, and very
to have hindered the Miller Cos- little was said about it, both the
tumier of Philadelphia from doing Kappa Alpha Theta, and the Kappa
an excellent job of costuming. Al- Kappa Gamma, sororities genertogether it was one of the best ously donated a large sum of
costuming jobs that we have seen money to the Winter Park Red
in quite some time; and what's Cross headquarters where it was
effectively used for National Demore they seemed to fitl
Being unversed in the ways of fense measures. Sacrificing their
music, we shall not attempt any savings which had been set aside
comment on purely musical aspects for their annual college Dance
of the production, beyond saying seems to be a swell gesture on their
that we liked orchestra and the part and certainly shows their
chorus and we didn't hear anyone spirit in Uncle Sam's Defense emelse say anything but nice things ergency.
about them. Any expert music
Of more current action, another
critics can ignore this paragraph, contribution toward National Dehowever, as we really shouldn't fense which I know of, was done
venture any comment whatsoever by the campus group of Alpha
on anything musical.
Phi's. They were interested in doing something for the partly furnished Recreation room in the new
Hospital at the Orlando Air
No 5—FIRST AID STORY
and four chairs to help make the
NO HEAD IN SITE
soldiers' leisure hours more comL
TT fortable.
The Chi Omega's recently put on
By Jack Liberman
The first term of First Aid has an activity for the benefit of a Dejust come to an end. Without res- fense organization right here on
ervation, it can be said that it was home grounds — the student unit
a complete success. A great deal of "Bundles for America". The Chi
of credit can be given to Doc Omega sorority sponsored a Bridge
Adams, who taught the course in Tea which was well attended and
both sessions and did a very good the profits of which were donated
job. Gordon Apgar, Hugh Ross, to the Rollins "Bundles" unit. This
and the student helpers must also was a mighty nice thing for them
be given credit for their help. Now to do, what with putting so much
that Doc is recovering from an time and energy into the occasion
appendicitis attack, Gordon Apgar and I know that the "Bundles"
and Rachel Harris are temporarily group is grateful. Members of the
Sorority served a very delicious
teaching the courses.
About 50 percent of the student tea and the successful affair wound
body took this course in an effort up with the awarding of prizes to
to be of some aid in case of pos- the bridge winners. Several residents of Winter Park who were unsible raids by enemy countries.
However, the possibility of such able to attend the Benefit puran event happening might make chased tickets just the same, which
the taking of this course seem a goes to show the spirit the townswaste of time, but of all the so- people have in wanting, to support
called defense courses offered by student activities in behalf of Dethe school First Aid is the most fense.
useful. The war has merely been
No doubt most of you already
an instrument to bring the use- know about the very fine Radio
fulness of knowing First Aid to Program which was so effectively
the majority of students. It is not presented by Pris Thompson, Mary
necessary to quote figures to acqu- Jane Metcalf, and Philippa Heraint you with the number of acci- man. Well, their fine presentation
dents occurring daily, most of of an account of Rollins' participawhich need real emergency treatment. Lack of correct knowledge
ir^ such treatment often results in
serious injuries or in some cases
CARS FOR HIRE
death. First Aid, therefore, is
something that well could be a
CITY CAB CO., Inc.
required subject, but since it isn't,
2 4 3 S. Orangre A v e , O r l a n d o
all we can do is urge all Rollins
D I A L 0878
w

Alice Cooper Wins
In Atlanta Debate Rollins Girls and
Fruin Places Second in AfterNational Defense
Dinner Speaking
No. 12 Mendell, Waite, and
Wetherell
By Alden Manchester
Howard Bailey and the Bloch
family proved once more last Friday night that they are masters of
Gilbert and Sullivan. The presentation of "The Gondoliers" on behalf of the Central Florida Symphony was a masterful and delightful experience for both audience and cast, and, although we
have not consulted him, we are
sure also for Director Bailey.
The world has long recognized
Gilbert and Sullivan as the peers
of the English-speaking world in
the field of comic operetta. In The
Gondoliers we have an operetta
which, while it is perhaps lesserknown, is nevertheless one of their
most delightful compositions. In
some ways it is definitely superior
to many of the other, more-oftenperformed Gilbert and Sullivan
pieces. None of the attire of The
Gondoliers goes over the heads of
American audiences, as does much
of that in lolanthe, for instance.
It is very evident, very biting, and
very pleasant to a rock-bound republican audience such as was
found last Friday night in the
Winter Park High School Auditorium.
The Duke of Plaza-Toro is a
peer in Gilbert and Sullivan's large
field of stuffy aristocrats, one or
more of whom is to be found in
every operetta. His esteemed wife
The Duchess is likewise a beautifully-drawn caricature of an evenmore-stuffed aristocrat, who can
be quite meanly domestic on occasion and often is.
We might mention that the set,
while strangely reminiscent of bygone days in the history of local
drama, was one of the best sets
that we have seen in a Gilbert and
Sullivan production. While not
elaborate, it was wholly in keeping
with the prescribed atmosphere of
the play and held up well as a
background for the swirling mass
of color and action that The Gondoliers put in front of it. The
Messrs Buckwalter and McDonald,
constructors thereof, are to be congratulated.
Charlie Mendell was our favorite of all the cast. As the Duke of
Plaza-Toro, he carried off full
honors as altogether the stuffiest,
most penniless, most mercenary,
jand most ingenious aristocrat ever
to grace the stage. Blessed with a
part that fitted his telents to a T,
Mr. Mendell made the most of
every opportunity, including a
dance that for sheer absurdity took
every honor.
Eddie Waite had another comic
role, and gloried in it from first
entrance to last exit. The Grand
Inquisitor Don Alhambra de Bolero
was a most remarkable man, and
became even more remarkable in
the skillful hands of the esteemed
Mr. Waite. We might add that
those monstrous feet protruding
so obviously from under his robe
added no little to the characterization—just what they added we
would hate to say. That deep bass
voice of his was no mean asset in
such a role, either.
In almost a dual role, Pres

—U-DRIVE-IT—

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue
Next to The College Campus
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Phone 9184

tion in National Defense was so
well done that Mrs. Latham, prominent member of the Defense Council in Washington, who heard the
program during her recent visit to
Winter Park, made a special request for a copy of the script. Nice
work, Pris, Jerry, and Philippa!
As a result of the heavy studies
which always accompany the end
of a term, activities in the
"Bundles" sewing room in the Alumni House suffered a brief let
down but now that tei;m papers and
exams are a part of the dark past,
activity is getting under way
again. The group is having difficulty getting more wool for knitted
garments but there are still several garments which require sewing. It is very simple work to do
so remember — if you have the
urge and the time to help, a few
minutes of sewing each afternoon
will all add up to a completed garment for some needy member of
Uncle Sam's service.
NO 3—ALICE COOPER WINS
Alice Cooper, freshman member
of the Rollins speech department,
tied for first place in the extemporaneous speaking contest held in
Atlanta, at the conference of the
Southern Teachers of Speech. Tom
Fruin won second place in one
afterdinner speaking contest and
fourth place in another. All in all,
Rollins representatives gained as
many victories as losses in the contests which they entered.
Although the number of first
places might not be as high as desired, the conferences offer excellent opportunity for speakers to
gain experience unobtainable at
home. Contests are given in all
types of speaking—debating, extemporaneous, and after dinner
speeches.
Dr. Pierce, head of the Rollins
speech department, accompanied
the ten debaters from the college.
About twenty-five other universities and colleges of the South were
represented.
The program ended in a banquet
after which Tom Fruin told of his
escape from Europe in the path of
the Nazi conquerors.
FRENCH FILM
"Pearls of the Crown", a French
film starring Sacha Guitry, is the

next attraction offeredii
lins French Club. The
shown Wednesday ev
8, at 8:15, in the Mais
cale.
Club members will be ad
on their cards, and tickets:
members in the college ai
will be fifty-five cents at

Alan Ander!
PHOTOGI
STUDIO
388 N. ORANGE
ORLANDO

HEINTZELMAN'S

FORD
SALES & SERVICE
Phone 6159 - Orlando
Cor. Livington and State Streets

AIR-CONDITIONED!

WINTER PARK • PHONE 450

OPEN 2:00 P. M. DAILY
39c Mats. - 44c Eves. (Inc. Tax)
THUR., FRL, & SAT.
3—BIG DAYS—3

CAROLE LOMBARD
JACK BENNY
—IN—

"TO BE OR NOT TO B?

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

KATHERINE HEPBURN
SPENCER TRACY
—IN—

"WOMEN OF THE YEAR"

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

CONRAD VEIDT
HUMPHREY BOGART
—IN—

Rollins Press
stationery—Greeting Cards
School Supplies

"ALL THROUGH THE
NIGHT"

PARK AVENUE

STILL TIME
For That

SANITONE
K ^ SPRING CLEANING
Maybe you're forgetful, too. Well,
even though Easter is only three
days off, our speedy service will
return your clothes in time . • .
overnight, if necessary.

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"
1021 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Winter Park
Phone 413
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WEINBERG DENIES IWURDER
Prexy Holt Drafted; No
Successor Named Yet

Famous Math Professor
Say He Slept All Night

Sudden Call was Unexpected,
Kept Secret Until Yesterday's Departure

Buckwalter Named
Head Sugar Warden

The Cull of Duty has come to
Rollins^ first citizen and he has answered it unflinchingly. President
Hamilton Holt has received his call
from the Orange County Draft
Board No. 49, and will report to
Camp Blanding to enter the U.S.
Anny tomorrow morning.
A gigantic parade of all Rollins
students, faculty, staff, alumni, and
tnistees accompanied the College's
beloved "Prexy" to the station this
morning to give him a send-off in
fitting tribute to his many years
of devoted service to Rollins. Led
by the Central Florida Symphony
Orchestra, a long train of humanity
moved from the Great Outdoor
Amphitheatre in the Sandspur
Bowl to the Atlantic Coast l i n e
Railroad station. Saddened students
and faculty held their heads high
and eyes bright with just the suggestion of a tear, sad at the parting but happy that Prexy had had
his opportunity to do his patriotic
bit for his country.
At a gigantic assembly held in
the Sandspur Bowl before the parade, the regrets of the whole Rollins "Family" were expressed at
Dr. Holt's departure. W. R. O'Neal,
cliairman of the Board of Trustees,
expressed the official regret of the
College's governing board at losing the man who had been so influential in building Rollins up to
the position that it holds today.
Student President A. Carload Tolson likewise expressed the extreme
sorrow of the student body at losing the invaluable guidance and
(Continued on Page 4)

Beanery to Procure
Vault to Protect
Vital Sugar Supply

"Beautiful People" Opens
Tonight Despite Bombing
Buckwalter's Laboratory
Players Give Saroyan
Play Wed. and Thurs.
A bomb of undetermined origin
exploded last night at eleven
o'clock in the Laboratory Theatre
following the final dress rehearsal
H «f the Rollins Laboratory Players
« production of THE BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE. At the present writing
here is only one known casualty
ilthough several of the cast are
^till suffering from shell shock. The
casualty. Tad Cist, was taken immediately to the Rollins Infirmary
where he was given treatment for
an injured foot. There is danger of
spread of the infection.
A Sandspur reporter rushed to
scene of the catastrophe and
d Director John Buckwalter
Fandering around amid the ruins
of his setting. One entire section
of the house had been blown away.
Director Buckwalter had this to
say, "THERE WILL DEFINITELY BE A PERFORMANCE OF
THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE"
TONIGHT AND TOMORROW
NIGHT AT 8:15, IN THE LABORATORY THEATRE.
I do not

I

N e w Appointee Sets U p
As agents of the FBI, local and
Elaborate System of
state constabulary, and members
Deputy Wardens

Foolproof Dispensers F o r
Colonel John J. Thomas, civilian
Tables Also Obtained To
aide to the State Director of Civilian Defense, announced last night
Stop Sugar-Snatchers
Architects Drawing of New the appointment of John Henry
Dormitory
Buckwalter III of the Rollins Col-

Ass't. Commons Director Mrs.
Haggerty announced this week the
purchase by the College of a concrete-and steel vault to be installed
in the Commons and to contain the
College's carefully-conserved supply of sugar.
The vault was constructed by
O'Rourke, O'Callahan, O'Halloran,
O'clock, and Smith and Company
of Louisville, Kentucky, the contractors who provided the U.S.
Government with the safest vaults
in the world for the storage of the
Treasury gold supply. It will be installed as soon as Finkelstein and
Company finish work on the airraid shelter for the White House
in Washington.
Mr. Smith will
then be made an honorary alumnus
of Rollins.
The vault is to have twelve-footthick walls of concrete, which will
enclose a chamber of two-foot-thick
case-hardened steel alloy. Between
the two walls there will be a 6 inch
space containing lethal gas, which
if it were released by some criminal or saboteur attempting to
raid the Beanery sugar supply
would instantly kill anyone within
a ten-mile radius. The door, also of
twelve-foot-thick concrete, w i l l
(Continued on Page 8)

krtow who is responsible for this
outrage, but our show is going on
even if I have to play all the parts
myself and be the audience at the
same time. The F.B.I, is already at
work on the case and they have
several leads which cannot be given
to the papers yet. As soon as an
arrest is made, the police will let
you know.
"Tad Cist's injury will make it
impossible for him to appear in
the play tonight or tomorrow, but
P. Richard Kelly has consented to
step into the part at the last minute and is now learning the lines. I
have nothing but admiration for
the fine spirit of the cast and crew
who insisted in going ahead with
the play as scheduled.
I express
their sentiments in saying that we
are looking forward to the privilege of presenting this Saroyan
play to local audiences for such a
nominal admission. You know, of
course, it's only 20c for the college
and 35c for the general public.
These prices include tax, too."
James Niver was asked to give
his account of the accident. Niver
was confined to his bed suffering
(Continued on Page 8)

Reilly's Wardens Driven Off
After Vain Attempt To
Rescue Him From Jail

Wilhite Gives New
Dorm to Grace the
RoUius Lake Front
Holt Announces Coed's Gift
To Delta Chi's at Daily
Press Conference
A grateful student of Rollins
today announced that, in appreciation for all that Rollins had done
for her, she was going to donate to
the College a new dormitory, to be
named after herself, in memory of
many happy times spent here.
Miss Jenelle Wilhite of Atlanta,
Georgia, made the announcement
from the office of President Holt
this morning, saying, "Rollins has
done so much for me in my six
years here that I feel I owe something in return for all joys and
beneficenses that I have received.
I have thought long as to what
would be the most appropriate
thing that I could do for the College and have finally decided that
a new men's dormitory to house the
only remaining unhoused fraternity on campus is the most appropriate gift.
I am therefore presenting Rollins with a new dormitory to be known as Wilhite's Woo
House, and to house the Delta Chi
Fraternity."
Miss Wilhite then
broke into tears of joy and could
not be reached for further comment.
According to President Hamilton
Holt, who gladly accepted the gift
on behalf of the Board fo Trustees
and the students and faculty, the
new dormitory will be on a grandiose scale and will be built on the
present site of the rifle range and
telescope, extending out over the
lake for several hundred yards.
The chief feature of interest in
the exterior of the building will
be a gigantic statue of Miss Wilhite, clad in shining armour, and
carrying a torch of liberty, riding
a flaming white charger madly
across the roof of the building,
which will also be used for sunbathing. The building will be built
of purple stucco, in keeping with
the style of architecture of the
rest of the campus, and will be
the largest building a t Rollins
when completed.
On the first floor there will be
seven drawing rooms for the use
of the members of the fraternity
during the day time, a recreation
room containing ping pong tables,
(Continued on Page 6)

lege Faculty as Chief Sugar Warden for Rollins College, and as Coordinator of Sugar Ration for all
of Orange County. Mr. Buckwalter
will be in charge of direct rationing for the College and will supervise the activities of local boards in
every community in the County.
In making his announcement
Col. Thomas said, "Mr. Buckwalter
has been chosen for this highlyimportant post because of his indefatigable interest in and devotion
to the ideals of democracy and
sugar-rationing. He was the most
eminently qualified man available
and we have fullest confidence in
his ability to carry out his mission."
Mr. Buckwalter's new duties will
be in addition to his already arduous ones as chief cook and bottlewasher of the Dramatic Department. He will serve with only nominal compensation of $1.00 per
year.
His first official act was to appoint a corps of deputy district sugar wardens whose duty it will be
to supervise ^11 precinct sugar wardens in the district of the College
Commons. Precinct sugar wardens
will be selected by deputy wardens,
(Continued on Page 4)

of Dean Enyart's private gestapo
investigated
every
nook
and
cranny of the campus today, seeking frantically for any clue to the
perpetrator of this vile crime,
Reilly Weinberg continued to deny
emphatically and without hesitation all accusations of guilt in the
blood-bath killing of a Rollins
student here last week.
FBI Agents had kept the whole
affair highly confidential up until
press time, but diligent investigation by Sandspur reporters brought
to light the facts in the case so
far. A virtual press blackout of
the whole matter was broken
through this afternoon when the
Rollins Sandspur "broke" the
story, revealing to the public for
the first time the facts of the
case.
Late last week. Dean Arthur D.
Enyart called in the local police,
when it was found that his personal bodyguard of elite troops
could not handle the situation. The
Winter Park constabulary, bewildered by the innumerable angles to
baffling problems offered by the
case, called in members of the district office of the state police, who
in turn turned the whole matter
over to the FBI. FBI agents arrived from Pahokee last Saturday
morning where they had been engaged in the investigation of the
sabotaging of a large secret warproduction plant, which was producing red tape for Congress td
(Continued on page 7)

Norwegian
Stone Warns
Luminosity
Hbusemoms Of
Replaces Yust Impending New Order
Another famous author has
graced our midst. He is Peter Ibbetson, famous Norwegian playwright, who is taking over the
library position held by Mr. Yust
for the past few years. Mr. Ibbetson has written over one hundred
and fifty plays in his native
tongue, many of which have been
translated into English and have
become smash hits on Broadway.
Among these are "A Doll's House,"
"Peer Gynt," (which he later made
into a symphony), and "Hedda
Gabler." These plays are almost
always based on social problems,
with love as the final solution; his
works in general are characterized by hatred of sham, hypocrisy,
and at times become bitter and
cynical. One of his little known
works is a broad farce in the
Kaufman—Hart style "No Beer
Today"; it was written and produced on Broadway in 1897, starring
the
Gibson
girls,
and
closed after the third performance.
Buckwalter is considering it for
the next Laboratory Theatre production, if the Student Players
dont put it on first.
(Continued on page 7)

Dean-elect Wendell C, Stone
prophesied "bigger and better
things to come, in spite of, or perhaps because of the sacrifices we
are making to win this war," in
his talk before the Tuesday evening meeting of the Housemother's
Bridge Club last night. Outlining
the New Order for Rollins, Dr.
Stone began with the particulars
and worked over to the general in
his four hour talk last night. He
revealed to an avid, eager audience that his studies of the history of philosophy, especially that
of the Greeks and of the thirteenth
century western Europeans, had
convinced him that modem education, while valuable in its
psychological aspects, i s
not
stressing the right subjects.
"Take rhetorick, for example;
here at Rollins we relegate it to
a wooden shack down back of
Cloverleaf. And take the philosophy. That, too, is relegated to a
wooden shack at the far end of the
Horseshoe, while the sciences,
which are not the cultural subjects
of a dilettante, are house in a large
brick building with tiled roof over(Continued on Page 8)
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This week we have a story to tell. However, we find it very difficult
to decide just how it should be told. You see, it's no ordinary story,—
it's one of those stories that can be completely misinterpreted if the
reader gets himself into the wrong frame of mind. So, dear reader,
please disabuse yourself at the start, of any notion of irregularity of
behavior in the tale that we are about to tell. You see, it happend this
way . . .
*

PAUL HALEY
EDITORIAL BOARD
ALDEN C. MANCHESTER
CECIL G. BUTT
SHIRLEY A. BOWSTEAD
STAFF
MARJORIE HANSEN,
BUD WILKIE
RICHARD CERRA
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Once upon a time, not so very long ago, just last week in fact, one
of our local celebrities decided that a little picnic in the country might
be an interesting and enjoyable way of spending the evening. So, he set
forth with his lady fair and ventured far out into the wilderness to
some god-forsaken spot where even the names of the rivers can't be
pronounced. By the time that he got there, you must realize, he was
what the poets of yore would have called "far from the beaten track."
In fact there was very little track at all, and absolutely no beating of
it. It hadn't even been walked on in years.
He finally parked the car, gathered together food, companion, etc.,
and set out for the banks of the turbid Amazon, or whatever that
river was called. Arriving thereon he and his lady pitched camp, so to
speak, and proceeded to make the best of their little meal. So far,
everything was in order you see.

REPORTERS
Jean Hamaker, Marjorie Hansen, Jane Welsh, Bill Justice, Paul
Meredith, Folke Sellman, Dave Low, Eugenie Van De Water, Ira Yopp,
Gordon Blackwell, Bud Wilkie, Dean McCluskey, Ernie Fritz, Ben
However, this peaceful state of affairs did not long endure. Pretty
Briggs, Mary Trendle, Enid Frankel, Patsy Kyle.
soon it started to rain, or at any rate that's the story we are told and
expected to believe. It rained so hard that the road, such as it was,
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
just washed away, and, can you imagine it, there they were miles and
Priscilla Parker, Gordon Laughead.
miles from nowhere with a perfectly good car and no road to run it on.
BUSINESS STAFF
A very precarious position you can see. And one which might prove
WILLIAM ROYALL embarrassing. It did.
Business Manager P. R. KELLY
Advertising Commissioner
__ RITA COSTELLO
By this time it was naturally late at night. It always is at that
Circulation Manager
point. What was our hero to do? Take his lady fair upon his back
MORALS
and strike out across the wilderness? Rebuild the road with only the
JOHN HENRY BUCKWALTER III
Editor Emeritus
strength of his bare hands? Build a raft and float down the river?
Or just sit and meditate in the faith that God would provide?
NO 3—WILHITE GIVES
No. 3—No HEAD IN SIGHT
Well, what would you do ?
*
•
*
*
That Ibbetson is a man whose pool tables, card tables, backgamThat's what he did, too. At any rate they got home by noon the next
talent is recognized throughout the mon tables, square tables, round
tables, trigonometry tables, fourworld is shown by the fact that legged tables, three-legged tables, day, so what's anyone to complain about?
*
*
*
•
'
George Du Maurier, author of one-legged tables, oak tables, maIn case anyone is still with us, and just in case he has some spark
"Rebecca," wrote a novel with Ib- hogany tables, cherry tables, and a of curiosity left in him, we'll give you a hint as to who it might be:
betson as the hero. This book has bar, and other features. There will Along the Sidelines was very late coming in this week.
*
*
*
*
been made into a movie and will also be a kitchen and dining room
for the use of the members desirWe understand from usually reliable sources that the Deans' Rule
soon be showing at the Drive-in ing to arise later in the morning
forbidding women to enter men's dormitories except when the Resident
Theatre as the second feature with than the Beanery provides for, and
Head is present has been repealed. At least that's what we hear. We
"West of Cinamon."
to provide refreshments during the are relieved to know that no longer will Profs. Steel, Forte, and
day time. No provision has been Weinberg have to dash madly from their classrooms, so that somebody's
made for study rooms.
girls-friend can come in to make a fourth for bridge.
On the second floor will be the
*
*
*
*
living quarters of the members.
This column was censored the last time it appeared in these waters,
Separate suites containing living and we wish to register a journalistic protest right here and now. We
room, bedroom, study and bath not only object to censorship on the grounds of freedom of speech, but
have been provided for each per- also on the grounds that that was the only good thing in the column
son.
Miss Wilhite felt that this last week so they had to cut it out. It's very discouraging.
would not allow sufficient space for
Ed. Note: Nnyah!!!
freedom' of action, but Dr. Holt assured her that eminent psycholo- treme gratitude at the generosity
gists assured him that it would be of Rollins Students in a lengthy
quite adequate.
address before the Chamber of
The third floor will be given over Commerce this noon.
The Delta
to servants quarters and service Chis could not be reached for comrooms, such as laundry, dry clean- ment.
ing establishment, post office, etc.
A separate annex has been proDISTINCTIVE MILLINERY
SERVICE AND REPAIR
vided for Miss Wilhite's personal
MADE AS YOU DESIRE
use when returning to the College
Phone 9954—IVItes—2-1097
for visits. It will be known as "The
BILL ARMSTRONG'S
105 E. England Ave.
Palace" and will be used exclusiveLOCKSMITH
SERVICE
Next To The Bookery
ly by Miss Wilhite.
355 N. O R A N G E :
ORLANDO
President Holt expressed his ex-,
Under the Giant ITmbrella

O'Neal-Branch Coj
39-43 E. iPine S t
Phone 3051
Orland

&
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Wood & Plastic

NECKLACES
$1.00 Ea.
Young . . . new . . . definitely exciting this new craze
for 60" and 30" chains!
They're fun in exotic South
American colours . . . lovely
pastels. Wood or plastics in
a variety of shapes and
sizes.

YOWELL-DREW'S
Jewelry

Yowell's Street Floor

^oes 10% Sayings Mean
Anything to You?

FOR EASTER

KEYS —LOCKS

Jeanette Newark

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Penc
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

IF S O -

m

GAY MOODS FOR EASTER!

USE OUR CASH AND CARRY
SERVICE

Youthful and Lighthearted
•
•
•

PASTEL SILKS
COTTONS
FORMALS

FRANCES SLATER'S
SAN JUAN HOTEL BLDG.

Winter Park Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

We Deliver at Regular Prices.
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The Inquiring Reporter

looking beautiful Lake Virginia."
Dr. Stone said that a long study
of educational methods through
the ages had shown him what he
By Nancy Shoonmaker
•fthat was your most interesting date last term?—And with whom?" believes is the best kind of institution for higher learning. That is
[LIE GAUTIER—"The one had with Buddy."
the reason, he explained, that he
lLLY PHILIPS—"I found him rather interesting—Bob Myers".
is now working toward making
Rollins a model of a medieval unilOKEY SHOLLEY—"The one I had—?"
versity, where students may come
1 AFFLECK—"My first date with Nan Byers — I didn't make a
to study the trivium and quadrivipass,"
um. "The college of tomorrow,"
BYERS—"....either did I."
he boomed in his stentorian voice,
IITH YARD—"The day the major leagues took over. Jimmy Foxx. "especially Rollins,, will be based
on the medieval style, but with
ILLIAMS—"Pi Phi Dance—Sally."
better toilet facilities."
P__"I didn't date—through any fault of my own."
Dean-elect Stone concluded by
BURGESS—"The one I had in Orlando."
outlining the New Order thusly:
lOBBY BROKAW—"The evening that the Giants won their only ball
game of the grapefruit season."
* ,
the Sevenfold Amen following the
Benediction pronounced by Dr. J.
CHOIR CONCERT
GOOD FRIDAY and
P. Jockinsen, minister of the First
ER
Congregational Church.
E] SUNDAY Services
Sunday, March 29, 1942, the
The Annual Good Friday Ser- Rollins College Chapel Choir made
I'will be held at twelve o'clock their second appearance of the
in the Knowles Memorial year away from Winter Park, preSpel. Dean E. C. Nance will senting two services at the First
IWiver a brief sermon entitled Congregational Church in St. Pet'Wat's Good About Good Fri- ersburg, Florida. This trip has be|Jay?"
come almost an annual tradition
The Chapel Choir under the di- in the choir's several appearances
ction of Christopher Honaas will throughout the state, having been
? the Good Friday Portion of repeated for the last five or six
w "Passion According to St. years. This year proved no excepiMthew" by J. S. Bach with tion as a proof of the choir's repuI Presly Wetherell, Naomi Fergu- tation and popularity as near can, John Powell, and Lois Weid- pacity congregations attended both
[ler as soloists. Bruce Daugherty the afternoon and evening service,
'the Faculty of the Rollins Con- instituted last year in place of a
vatory of Music will sing the single service in the evening to
negro Spiritual, "Were
Y o u accomodate the increasing attendI There?"
ance.
On Sunday, April 5, Easter will
The Chapel Choir under the diI te observed at the Morning Medi- rection of Christopher O. Honaas
tation with special music and ser- sang two chorals for The Passion
Imon. Dean Nance will preach on According to St. John, "Jesu Thou
"The Resurrection in 1942."
My Consolation," and "Lord Jesus,
The Choir will sing two anthems, Thy Dear Angel Seed" by Bach,
[•0 Morn of Beauty" by Jean "Tenebrae Factae Sunt" by PalesjSebelius, and "By Early Morning trina, and "Ave Verum" by Byrd.
Light," a traditional Easter carol. The Male Chorus sang
another
Special music will include an in- chorale " 0 How Shall I Receive
[rtrumental
trio composed of Thee" by Teschner and "Landsightthur Trampler, Kunrad Kvam, ing" by Greg. The latter, a stirring
nd Herman Siewart, and a solo by piece of choral literature especialJohn Powell, baritone.
ly suited to men's voices, will be
There will also be a College sung as one of the contest numCommunion Service, Easter morn- bers by the male chorus in the
at eight o'clock in the Frances Fred Waring "Pleasure Time NaChapel of the Knowles Memorial tional College Glee Club CompeChapel. All students and members tition."
of the Faculty are invited to atDr. Hamilton Holt, President of
tend.
Rollins College, gave a brief address concerning the Choir and the
ORGAN VESPERS
College, and the Choir concluded
Wednesday, April 2, 1942
the service with four anthems.
7:30 P. M.
"Blessed Is He Who Cometh"—
JERMAN F. SIEWERT, Organist Gounod, "Praise Ye The Lord"—
Program
Arensky, "Salvation Is Created"—
(Mostly selections appropriate to Tschesnokoff, "A Poor. Wayfaring
Passion Week)
Stranger"—Jackson-Gatwood, and
1. Two Chorale-preludes for Passiontide. Bach.
(a) We Thank
Thee, Jesus, (b) O Man, Bemoan. Holy, Wagner Grail Music of Par
2. Chorale Prelude on "St. Ann", sifal.
Noble.
6. Fantaisie Symphonique, Cole.
3. Drifting Clouds, d'Antalffy.
The program for next Wednes4. Solo by Alice Bane Shearouse, day evening will begin at 8:15
soprano.
o'clock. The Delius String Quartet
5. Fantasy, on motives from the will be the assisting artists.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream
is served exclusively in the Beanery and
The Student Center
SPECIAL FOR APRIL

BUTTERSCOTCH ROYALE

ICE e S E A W *

DO YOU DIG

YOUR
EASTER
FROCK .
SILKS
COTTONS
LINENS

LOHR-LEA
RESORT FASHIONS
WINTER PARK

208 PARK AVENUE

IT?
'•4\

•ENGLISH

TRANSLATION

This glamour doll is telling her pals t o
close their books because the boys are
slicing a birthday cake (with candles on
it) and Pepsi-Cola's being served with
i t What could be better!
i

WHAT DO YOU SAY?
Send us some of your hot
slang. If we use it you'll
be ten bucks richer. If we
don't, we'll shoot you a
rejection slip to add to
your collection. Mail your
slang to College Dept.,
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Oft., Long Island City, N. Y. Bottled locally by Authorized

Bottlers.

SIX
WEINBERG DENIES
NO 13.
(Continued from Page 3)
get involved in. Dropping all other
matters, they rushed here to take
over the case, because of its definitely national aspects.
G-men soon uncovered the few
facts in the case which are as yet
unknown to anyone. According to
reports of the matter which the
Sandspur has been able to assemble from eye-witnesses and others
connected with the crime, early
Saturday morning sometime between 3:30 and 4 am., Carl Jones,
a member of the Dean of Men's
private investigating force, while
on his regular nightly patrol of
dormitories, slipped when coming
up the stairs of Hooker Hall and
fell, breaking both his legs and his
pimento fracturus. This, of course,
made it difficult for him to walk.
Coordinator Hugh Ross and his
First Aid Squad arrived on the
scene in a trice, it being necessary
to travel in such a manner due to
the tire shortage.
Finding Mr.
Jones lying uncomfortably draped
over the front of Ellie Wsmne's
car before Hooker Hall, they removed him forcibly from the car
and reassembled his pieces in accordance with the best principles
of medical surgery. I t soon became
evident that the blood that covered
the sidewalk from Hooker, to Rollins Hall could not all have come
from Mr. Jones, as he was still
alive, although protesting but
feebly.
Aided by his troupe of bloodhounds. Campus Detective John
Liberman, who had by that time
arrived on the scene, followed the
trail of blood into Hooker Hall.
There flowing from under the first
door on the right was a trickle of
blood, such as Mr. Liberman had
not seen since the last World Series when the Dodgers so unfortunately encountered the Yankees in
the precincts of Brooklyn. Mr. Liberman wisely retired, considering
with great logic that this was a
situation calling for handling by
higher authority.
Chief of Staff Robert Whiston
then having arrived on the scene,
he took command. The investigation was prosecuted further, but it
soon developed that the door from
under which the aforementioned
blood was spurting was locked.
Again Coordinator Ross was called
into action. He hurled his massive
bulk against the door, which opened obligingly in the face of overwhelming odds. Then the true extent of the crime was revealed!
There upon the bed lay Reilly
Weinberg, sleeping — or so it appeared — soundly and innocently.
From the wide-open bathroom door
flowed the blood, upon which
floated occasionally little wooden
boats or a cake of soap. In the
bathtub, just barely visible above
the sea of blood, was the figure of
a dead man. From the shower-curtain-rod hung a double-bladed
woodsman's axe, covered with
blood and with bits of flesh still
clinging to it.
In the comer a
small cannon, a Browning machine
gun, and an old machete, all of
which had obviously been used.
The investigators began to realize that perhaps they were confronted with a situation that was
somewhat out of the usual line of
things, a situation that might even
prove unique in their experience,
past, present, and future.
This
they wisely felt called for expert
guidance. Douglas Bills was called
in.
Further investigation by Mr.
Bills and The FBI established that
the corpus delicti was the prop-

ROLLINS
erty of one of the local citizenry,
although it was impossible to determine the exact identity without
a careful examination of the
bridgework. The head of the corpse
was therefore removed and sent to
the Department of Justice in Washington for expert analysis and investigation. The rest of the corpse
was returned to Cloverleaf for
safekeeping, as Mr. Weinberg objected to sharing his bed with it.
itt

0

*

*

*

Through 65 hours of third degree by the authorities, Mr. Weinberg stoutly denied any knowledge
of or connection with the awful
crime. According to his story which
is unsubstantiated by any external
evidence as yet, he went to bed
early on Friday night, being tired
out from a long, hard struggle
with a difficult problem in higher
mathematics involving the addition
of 2 and 2. Being naturally a heavy
sleeper, he had not noticed anything until the investigators broke
into his room a t 4:23:37 a.m. according to his chronometer.
The police, however, were highly suspicious of this story, as all
windows to the room are barred
and the door locked only from the
inside. It did not seem logical to
them that the^ bathtub, which Mr.
Weinberg claims was empty when
he used it for its accustomed function earlier in the evening, should
suddenly invest itself with a corpse
spouting blood from out of the
blue, blue beyond. They therefore
continued the investigation.
A further grilling of Weinberg,
including such extreme measures
as exposure to Eddie Waite's highly-scented feet, failed to elicit any
information from that source.
A search of Weinberg's room revealed large stores of arms and
ammunition, all of it stamped with
the legend "Made in Japan.
No
Scratchee Paint".
Highly suspicious, the FBI demanded an explanation. Weinberg replied that the
arms were for the use of his airraid wardens corps in case of landings by enemy parachute troopers.
The Sandspur also learned that
at a secret signal from Weinberg
his select warden corp made a
swift attack, similar to those of
the British Commandos, on the
Winter Park Jail in order to free
him, but were repulsed by a squadron of Flying Fortresses from the
Orlando Air Base and were also to
be used to repel attempting raids
by Phi Delts on the Lambda Chi
ice box and Reilly's sleep.
The FBI is continuing the investigation with great efficiency and
application. The private corps of
the Dean of Men's office is pursuing a private investigation.
The
Sandspur is doing its own investigating. Even Bundles for America
is taking a hand, feeling that it's
crocheting interests are being jeapordized by an attempt at slandering their mainstay Mr. Weinberg.
*

>ii

*

*

*

Mr. Weinberg is a prominent
member of the faculty of Rollins
College, professor of mathematics.
Field Marshall in the Army of
Lake Virginia, General-in-Charge
of Air Raid, Fire, First Aid and
Miscellaneous Wardens, Marshall
of all Rollins parades, processions,
etc., and the proud possessor of
the largest voice in the smallest
space of anyone in the South.
there had been an air raid and no
one had notified them."
From all indications the bombing will not keep people away from
THE BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE. As
the gallant director said, "The show
will go on despite bombings or
taxes."

SANDSPUR

out just six spoonfuls of sugar
during any one six hour period, so
that each person at the table may
have one spoonful of sugar during
each meal.
Special apparatus is
provided for the apprehension of
anyone attempting to fool the dispenser into any false donations of
sugar.
Three armoured cars have been
provided by the contractors for the
transportation of the sugar from
the vault to the tables a t meal
times. A special corps of highlytrained sugar guards is also being
imported- from Puerto Rico for
duty on these armored cars.
Sugar will be dispensed to each
table only five minutes before
Beanery opens and no one will be
allowed to leave the premises until
all Dispensers are returned to the
vault. This is to prevent any attemps at sabotage or sugar-smooching which might otherwise occur.
Said Commons Director Stuart
Haggerty after completing a survey of his new Sugar System: "We
feel that this is the best method
by which to handle the situation.
It is expensive and entails much
more work for us; however, we too
are willing to do anything that
we can in the prosecution of the
war effort. It is our patriotic duty
to conserve sugar and the College,
and I will do all in our power to do
so. No sacrifice is too great."

WEDNESDAY, APRI
NO 2—BEANERY
(Continued from page 3)
have a time-lock that can only be
opened a t meal times by a knowledge of some fifty different combinations.
No two of the combinations will
be entrusted to the same person, so
that it will be impossible for anyone to do an "inside Job" on the
Rollins sugar stores.
A corps of armed guards is to be
organized by Field Marshall Weinberg in charge of campus antisabotage activities, which will patrol all ground within a radius of
100 yards of the sugar supply 24
hours a day. Two 16 inch rifles have
been obtained from the U.S. Navy
with which to arm the guard company, and they will also be supplied with smaller arms.
The Orlando Air Base has agreed
to maintain a constant aerial patrol over the sugar supply, and two
squadrons of fighter planes have
been assigned to this duty.
Sugar bowls will be replaced by
specially-built automatic sugar dispensers made of six-inch armor
plate. These dispensers will give
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"Oh, hello!" she said
miss m e ? " He sat da
ished off his san
your friend?" she as'
used to go to school
wiped his mouth with
"No, I mean the girl." "
her betteip than me?"—'
not." — "Honestly, d(
— "For God's sake no."
ed again. "Well, you
to get mad. I was just
You should listen to wha
in the Center. With son
rasment, I deftly closed
I was reading, and slid 6
the happy couple. Then
me; I had been reai
words! But I also had h
being spoken! Now,
they were printed in my
permission from someboi
had gotten them by penni
from Scribners. Both cases
in a hot love scene. For fu
formation, see that "bass"
Chester. Having, thus, sho»^^l
of the glories of repetition I
now skip the subject entirely
He was a tall, honey indivii
who did nothing in life but
his hair back. He enjoyed wh
and free periods. Perhaps somi
he will try to master some
However, I am afraid he will mi
ly exist until he finds somethii
to live or to die for—which, i
cidentally, he should have donei
kindergarten.
This freshman was superior
everyone else when he came
school. He knew everything. DOTO
ed everything. And every girl wa
His girl. But he has changed. Noi
he's a good fellow. He has foun
out that everyone has a ladder h
climb. He did it before it was tot
late.
He was also long and lanky. Hii
ears were about eight inches in
length. His teeth were white ani
strong. He wore a hat over a pai
oi huge saucer eyes. His name-

Pluto! H'm where was I—? IS
THERE A N Y B O D Y
THAT
DOESN'T K N O W
HELEN
BRADY HAS A SUNBURNED
TUMMY? Wheeeeeew—I want to
spread that once and for all—
A board of trustees has just
NO 13 BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE"— been trying to figure out who the
(Continued from page 3X
best "stacked" girls on campus
from shock and third-degree sun are- They have decided to broaden
bum. He said, "I'd like to get my their outlook and say "built" inbunnies) who did this. As soon as stead of "stacked". I t seems they
the play's over I'm going to do a prefer about fifty different girls.
little investigating on my own. I Peggy Welch, Pat Prichard, Na^cy
know there are certain people on Ragan, Aldine, of course. Baker,
campus who would stop at nothing Pris Thompson, Bobby Brokaw,
to get this part away from me. You Jane Northen, Nancy Reed, Mickey
can tell them for me that they can Allen, Jeanne Dominick, Jenelle
throw as many bombs as they want Wilhite, etc, etc, etc — They all
to and I'll catch them and throw have different attributes, naturalthem right back. Tell my public that ly—I'll take the one that's third
I'll be there tonight and tomorrow from the right.
night and I'll still be able to sign
Have been wondering why everyautographs after the show."
one didn't return from the beach
Presly Wetherell, who was walk- looking like broiled lobsters. Howing past the Laboratory Theatre ever, I guess most of them had to
when the explosion occurred gave catch up on a little sleep. Yours
an eye-witness version of the story. truly spent two years within the
"I was walking along singing that vicinity of Daytona, the Top Hat,
solo from THE GONDOLIERS the Martinique, and what not. He
which I do so well when all of the can't blame people for liking the
sudden I heard a terrible explosion cool breezes of the beach at night.
and saw a tree shooting through Bill Millner^s the only fellow I Philco Radios — Radio Serrire
the roof of the Lab Theatre with ever knew who got the most out of
Bob Krell dangling from a stage the beach. Reedy Talton got his
brace. He had a horrified expres- tan down a t the dock.
sion on his face which I'll never
WHO will win that hard charg- Phone 434
E. Park Ave.
forget. I thought I heard him say ing game of volleyball?
Which
something about back water, but, will set the destiny of that famed,
of course, there was such a din, I and recently mysteriously returncan't be sure. I waited until the ex- ed, Gary Cup? Riflery? Golf? Or
plosions had stopped before I en- the most thrilling and illustrious
tered the building. The auditorium of them all, diamond ball?
Church St.
was a shambles with chairs and
IF ANYBODY FINDS A TEXT
pieces of painted cloth everywhere. ON "ANCIENT CIVILIZATION"
Day Phone 75
I approached Buckwalter who BY A. A. TREVOR will they please
Night Phone 319W
seemed unhurt and found him drop Haley a line. The hinges have
mumbling, 'Let's do that scene fallen off my lid, so look for that
again and put feeling into it this text.
time.' Tonie Knight was over in a
I WONDER if one of the workcorner applying first aid to Tad
men lost a watch on the grass in
Cist. She was sitting on his chest
back of the center.—Or if he had • O R A N G E B L O S S O M TRAIL
saying, 'Out goes the bad air, in
one too many. They've got so many
comes the good.' I learned later
paths back there a boy scout Enjoy movies in the Comthat they had to take him to the
couldn't find Cloverleaf. I wonder fort and Privacy of your
Infirmary. Dorothy Siegle, John
if the traffic cop's name is Mike or own car. Three complete
Twachtman, and John Harris were
Finnigan. Oh, well, its a good place programs changes weekly.
gathered in a little group around
for a C.P.T. physical. — CALLING
Adults 25c plus tax
Bob Hanna who had kept on playMR. DAVIS . . . HELP! FOR
ing WONDERFUL ONE during
GOD'S SAKE. MY PAPYRUS IS
Car Free.
the explosion. He afterwards reDOWN!
marked that no one had given him
his cue to stop and as the curtain
didn't close he kept right on playing. I hear he may get a CongresIncorporated
sional Medal for bravery under
A
FLORIDA
INSTITUTION
fire. That's about all I know for the
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
air raid wardens descended on the
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
69 W. Concord Ave.
building a t that time. They thought
Phone 5861
Orlando

Bennett Electric
Shop

Andy's Garage

DRIVE-IRTHEATR

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
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NO 2—LAMBA CHIS TIE
The K.A.'s have finally been
overhauled in the race for possession of the Gary Cup. Overtaken,
but still not passed. Last week the
last doubt was erased as to the
identity of the team which would
threaten the recent leaders when a
quintet of Lambda Chi stalwarts
marched through to the semi-final
round of the men's Doubles Championships. In the end it was the top
Lambda" Chi duo of McClusky and
that marched off the courts
luskey a n d
Tolson's Harmon Strokes, Grundler Tolson
triumphant. These victories, comTennis Victories Cause
Captains Tars for Lake
bined with Clumsky's earlier solid
First Place Tie-Up
Maitland Contest
defeat of Barker for the Singles
title, clinched a tie for leadership
with 851 points, thereby marking
3NG THE SIDELINES
the first time since after the close
of fall term's touch football league
By David Low
that the Kappa Alpha nien have
Reader:
been toppled from their lofty
fe promise we won't mix champagne, rum, vodka, Benedectine, and perch.
^ column again. Throughout the dim mist along the sidelines we see
In the Doubles tourney, old relithe faculty is finally coming into its own on the athletic forefront, able Dick Kelly ambled onto the
from now on will share top billing along with Alden in this column, courts as a substitute for the ailing
I well as in the intramural race.
Bill Royall and, teamed with Hank
It seems that a number of the coeds on campus are up in arms over Melhado, marched through two
tfact that their usually dutiful swains spend their entire time on
teams to reach the semi-finals
J golf course practicing for the intermural golf tournament while
against Tolson and Clumsky.
It
e girls are forced to sit at home and knit. Perhaps these lovely
was this ability to come through
lies might try taking up golf.
after
having been practically
The old saying "Tell it to the Marines" may well be applied to our
counted out that gave the Lambda
lotball team. Last week such of our stars as Grady Ray, Bill Justice,
Chi men the chance to pop through
lly Middlebrooks, and six or seven others of the stalwart crew signed
with enough points to overtake the
! in the candidates for commission class of the Marine Corps. They
leaders. Their teammates' victories
be called to duty as soon as they finish their college career.
were all the inspiration that ClumIt appears that another one of Rollins famous sports figures has desky and Tolson needed, with the rethat marriage is a great institution, for we saw in Sunday's
sult that this duo went out in the
«per that Tiny Phillips and Betty Bundeson are finally married. One
the Starlets on the renowned Delta Chi football team, upon hearing final round against Phi Delts Ollie
le news candidly asked "Who's that, that went wrong?" We do not Barker and Red Green and mopped
lel quite as pessimistic on the subject and want to take this oppor- up the courts with their opponents
after four hard and heavy sets of
Bity to congratulate them both.
the best tennis seen on Rollins'
We are beginning to wonder if there is much use in writing this
courts for some time. The Phi Delt
tolumn. Football comes but once a year and the rest of the sports world
Bems to center about the intramurals and Bobby Brokaw's disserta- team won the first set at 6-3 and
tions on the New York'Giants. Intramurals are pretty well covered in took a quick 3-1 lead in the second
Jther columns and any sane person would rather hear Bobbie's opinions before being taken over the hurdles
in the final result. After this fourth
from her than see them in cold and very uninteresting print.
It appears that Bill Justice has fully recovered from the crew race in game, Clumsky and Tolson awoke
ihich he rode the runners all the way from the Cypress trees to the to the fact that the enemy was profinish and is now seen on campus without the pillow of which we weregressing much too fast for anyill so jealous. We were awfully sorry to hear, speaking of sickness, one's good and really opened up
Doc. Adams was in the hospital with appendecitis. A large part of with their big guns for the first
intramurals rest on his shoulders and he has managed to be a time in the match, with the result
Mend of everybody on the campus in spite of it. We hope to see him that the second set was won at 7-5
by McClusky and Tolson. The final
wound soon.
two sets were run off in hardFowler; Main Dining Room, south- fought games but the outcome
3—BUCKWALTER APern section, Dorothy Robinson; was never in doubt after that
POINTED
Faculty Wing, Miss Ellen V. Ap- break through in the second set.
(Continued from Page 3)
person; Theta Wing, Janet Jones. The scores of the last sets were
and approved by Mr. Buckwalter. Sugar Wardens for Waiters Bean- 6-4, 6-4.
There will be a precinct warden in ery are John Powell and Mrs. HagThis win of the Lambra Chi outcharj^e of each table, whose duty it gerty.
fit proved once again that it will
will be to see that no sugar is
Complete instructions concern- undoubtedly be this fraternity that
lasted at his table. Chief Warden ing the conservation and proper will fight it down to the wire for
kwalter has charged all depu- use of sugar will be issued through the right to ownership of the Gary
s and precinct wardens that it is the Precinct Wardens as soon as Cup with the K.A. men. The only
their duty to conserve the sugar of they can be appointed and installed. time that K.A. hasn't led the race
the nation, and that conservation All loyal citizens should be care- was directly following touch footmust be practiced to the last grain ful to obey implicitly the orders of
the X Club and the K. A.'s respecthe sugar warden.
of sugar.
tively in the second game.
After
Heavy fines will be imposed on
these games are played much more
anyone who drops sugar on the NO 2
can be said about the probable outfloor, and criminal prosecutions This week inaugurates the become of the season. A large queswill be instituted against those who ginning of another sport, which
tion mark on the schedule this year
deliberately waste any amount of will play a big part in the Gary will be the appearance of the facsugar, no matter how small. Those Cup race. Volleyball will hold the ulty club on the courts. Owing to
who are guilty of minor offences athletic forefront for a short time the extreme importance of every
will be deprived of their sugar and although it is followed by, and point in the Gary Cup race this
privileges for a period of time that even perhaps overshadowed by the year, and also the number of
varies according to the gravity of more popular sport of diamond- houses standing a chance to win
the offense.
ball, may well decide who is to be it, this may turn into one of the
Chief Warden Buckwalter has the winner of the much coveted, big sports of this year. Although
appointed the following as Deputy and at last located Gary Cup. Last this writer had some luck in his
District Sugar Wardens: Monkey years winners of the Volleyball predictions of the tennis tournaWing, Henry Melhado; Football trophy, the X Club, face the on- ment, he feels that he should rest
Wing, Barbara Brown; Main Din- slaught of the other campus or- on his laurels and allow the reader
kg Room, northern district, Carl ganizations with a very much to make his or her own predictions.
weakened team. The K.A.'s on the
other hand and some of the other
houses should be even better than
last year, and should be able to put
upa pretty good fight. Tuesday the
— Rollins Alumnus
Phi Delts and Lambda Chis face REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
the Sigma Nus and Delta Chis reThe Only One in The County
Real Estate Broker
Real Italian Home Cooking
spectively in the opener while the
Tel. 620
Park Ave.
Winter Park
Delta Chis and Lambda Chis face 669 N. Orange

Varsity Rows Against
A.I.C. Next Week

ibda Chis Tie
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Termite Boring Power
Harnessed to Defense
At the annual meeting of the
"Preservation of Ancient Termites"
Club last Wednesday at the Annie
Russell Theatre Dr. Hepzibah
Wood, founder and former chairman of the board of the Wood Exterminating Company of Boston,
proposed six new resolutions to
the Club's constitution, dealing
with methods to harness to war
work the tremendous boring power
of the nation's termites.
"Intensive research over the past
many years," stated Wood, "has
definitely proved that the termite
of the eastern species invariably
bores holes in the shape of an epicycloidic inverted hyperbola on a
parabolic bias. All we would have
to do to harness this wonderful
power is to build all our bolts in
this shape. Then we could set all the
termites which this Club has been
training for the last ten years on
pieces of wood and even soft iron
through which we want to put
bolts. The termites would eventually bore a hole in the desired place
on the material even if they eat it
all away first. In this way countless men and machines who are now
boring holes could be released for
other and more important work."
This resolution was received with
much enthusiasm and the club appointed a committee consisting of
Alden Manchester and Dwight
Johnston to take charge of the publicity and economics, respectively.
ball which the Lambda Chi men
took. Ever since that time it has
been K.A., K.A., and more K.A., so
that this break through on the
other team's part is more than welcome at this time. Even more dangerous for the K.A. outlook is the
fact that volleyball, diamondball,
and golf are all coming along within the next week or two. In fact,
the qualifying round for golf has
been shot and it was Lambda Chi
who started off well again.
From
this time until the final game of
Intramurals in May, the race looks
to be fast and close. ^
No 3—Varsity Rows Against
Brad will be under observation
again next week when the Rollins
Varsity Crew opens the season
against American International
Institute of Springfield, Mass. It
is rumored that an eminent New
York Psychologico — spiritualist
has been summoned to watch for
what is feared to be interestitial
aqua-propelus. There has been increasing fear that Brad is a victim
of this dreadful malady since his
attempt to smoke two cigarettes
at once down in New Orleans.
There was a shake-up in the boat
last week as Brad tried to mold together the smoothest possible outfit. Bill Chadbourne came down to
Rollins from the Yale Frosh Crew
and is now in the number five seat
pulling for all of his six feet six.
Mickey Harmon is the stroke,
Grady Ray No. 7, Buddy Bryson

No. 6, A. C. Tolson No. 4, Frank
Grundler, the captain, No. 3, Red
Harris No. 2, Bud Waddell No. 1
and Tom Royall is the cox. Buddy
and Red are untried in varsity
competition as they came up from
the intramural boats to the varsity
this year.
A. I. C. has succumbed easily in
the last few years and Rollins is
not expecting the opener to be
very tough. However, Jim Nesworthy, who has rowed the last
four years for A. I. C , has started
a crew at Tampa this year. He
proved that he has a crack bunch
by trimming the Asheville School
by two lengths on Lake Maitland
a week ago last Saturday. Ashevlle had previously downed the
Rollins J. V. by about 2% lengths.
Tampa looked very strong and
there is good chance that they may
be able to hand Rollins her second
defeat in four years on Lake Maitland when the two eights stroke
it out April eleventh. In any event
this race promises to be one of
the best in this year's abreviated
war schedule.
COMMUNION SERVICE
8:00 A. M.
Easter Morning in the Frances
Chapel
The Rollins Faculty and Students are cordially invited to
attend.

Joe's Fish &
Poultry Market
DES PAROIS BROS., Inc.
246 W. Washington
Orlando
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THIS IS GHASTLY
By Gordon Laughead
WHEN IN ROME . . .
"All is fair in love and war!"
This is the basic theory behind the
Axis warfare. But even today the
United States doctrine as stated
in the Field Service Regulations is:
"Absolute good faith with the
enemy must be observed as a rule
of conduct." "The ruses of war are
legitimate so long as they do not
involve treachery or perfidy."
These two statements which are
supposedly t,aught to our fighting
men, must bring at least a grin
from the toughest sergeant in the
whole blessed army. Haven't the
invasion of Austria, of Poland, the
attack on Pearl Harbor and a
hundred other treacherous deeds
committed by Hitler and his gang
of cutthroats sort of disproven this
theory of honor among enemies?
The Russians, masters of the art
of deception, have a nice little answer for this question: "When you
live with wolves, you must howl
like a wolf!"
Commandos!
If Hitler can have his divebombers and parachutists to surprise the enemy and create havoc
behind the lines, then Britain
counter-attacks with her famous
Commandos. This small well-trained army has a two-fold purpose.
Their daring attacks on Germanheld coasts bother hell out of Hitler's men. Also these heroic raids
are fuel for war-weary England.
We have our MacArthur and the
fighting Marines, and Englishmen
have that tiny group of daredevils. The world loves a hero,
even a foolish one. So more power
to you fellows with your explosiveloaded destroyers, your hit and run
tactics and your diehard spirit.
You're a shining light to the battered old empire!
Hitler's Bid
The Germans have opened up
with fierce counter-attacks in an
effort to smash the Russian's advances. This is a costly move. So
far these counter-attacks have
been repulsed with heavy German
losses. This is an indication that
Hitler is getting rather desperate.
News of Tomorrow
There are definite signs that a
Russian-Japanese war may not be
far off. Nothing could be sweeter
for the United Nations right at
this point than to have
Japan
tangle with the big bear right in
her own back yard. This would relieve the pressure on Australia and
Burma to a great extent. This
would give us time to get our own
war machine moving. Personally,
I think Japan is too smart to start
any trouble with Russia. But if the
Reds could hold off Hitler this
summer without too much trouble,
they might start to work on Japan
near the end of the coming summer. Of course this is a lot of wishful thinking. Somehow, we can't
quite swallow the idea that Japan
was foolish enough to start a war

against Britain and the United
States without making definite
plans for taking care of Russia in
the event of any grief.
There's an outside chance that
Japan may try a naval invasion of
India if her land army can't get
there on schedule. They are collecting material and ships at
Singapore and Rangoon. This may
indicate a change in the Japanese
timetable. They may put India before Australia on their list of future knockouts. But as usual, we're
just looking into the old crystal
ball and making wild stabs in the
dark. This would be a hell of a dull
war if the enemy ran true to form
every time.
Too Little, Too Late!
The great bottleneck in our war
production effort for our far flung
troops and allies is the shipping
situation. From Washington have

come glowing reports of stepped
up shipbuilding, way ahead of
schedule. But the dark side of the
picture is the fact that U. S. ships
are being sunk faster than they
are being built. That is the real
measuring stick to the success of
our shipbuilding program.
Today, with our government's
taking on the offensive policy in
this war, the army is becoming
the center of attraction. This war
is and will continue to be a land
war. Therefore men are needed.
Men registered between the ages
thirty-six and forty-four may get
by this year, but next year the
army will get them. Men from forty-five to sixty-four were not
registered for the fun of it. Women
may even be called. In sort, the
government is really going to
crack down. It has to in order to
win this brawl. The sooner America forgets this "They can't do this
to me" attitude the better off we'll
be. Because, buddy, they can, and
by damn they're going to in the
near future!

Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

(Continued on Page 2)
inspiration of the man who had
served Rollins so well and faithfully for 17 years. Professor Audrey Packham of the Education
Department spoke for the Faculty
and staff.
As Dr. Holt rose to reply to the
tributes of students, trustees, faculty, and staff, a thunderous ovation rent the Great Outdoor Amphitheatre and he found it impossible
to make himself heard. He stood
for five minutes and finally sat
down, having been unable to say
a word.
Then the giant parade
formed and wended its way to the
station, with members of Jack McDowall's football team carrying
Pres. Holt on their shoulders.
Winter Park police cooperated by
re-routing all traffic off of Park
Avenue.
Dr. Holt's ambitions for his military future were disclosed to a
Sandspur reporter just a few minuets before he left Winter Park.

~~~[
His hope was, he said, to becoiwi'
parachute trooper in a ski Ittttilion, as he felt that there he wouli!
see the most action.
The Board of Trustees
make no statement concei :
possible successor for:
but several candidates'
ered likely. Most proE
tioned was the late C h a i ^
Hughes, Chief Justice of tlie Si
preme Court of the United Stats
However, it was considered tk
it was extremely unlikely that \.
would accept the position. Ali
mentioned frequently was Gc
Douglas MacArthur; however mr
felt that he would find that he K:
too busy at present to accept t
responsibility. Others considered:
likely prospects for the positiv
"were: Wendell Wilkie, Carl Fowh
Abe Simon, P. Richard Kelly, ai
Buddha.
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CAROLYN CASSIDY, Miss American Aviation. From coast to coast
our country's air lines ore playing
a mafor part in National Defense.
From coast to coast. Chesterfield
gives smokers more pleasure.
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WE W i l l W I N . We did it before
and we'll do it again. Once a
smoker has enjoyed Chesterfield's cooler, better taste he
smokes them again and again.
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All makes used typewriters

29 E. Pine St.
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Ihere's satisfaction in knowing that the 6V2^
revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty
cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam
And you'll get complete smoking
satisfaction in Chesterfield's famous blend
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. This
superior blend is tops in everything you
like best in a cigarette. It is definitely
MILDER, far COOLER and lots BETTER-TASTING.
Try Chesterfields today. See why millions
s a y : " y b u can't buy
a better cigarette. 'JJ^^^^^B

Sales and Service

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1, M

m
Moreneasi^re

ROYAL
Typewriter Headquarters

SANDSPUR

WHEREVER YOU FIND A BLUEJACKET
YOU'LL FIND CHESTERFIELD. On PT-boat,
sub or battle-wagon, they give smokers
a lot more pleasure.

/fs Chesterfield
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